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Abstract— In this paper we propose polling based uplink
scheduling schemes for TCP based applications in a multipoint-
to-point fixed broadband IEEE 802.16 network. Our schemes
adapt the transmission rates between Subscriber Stations (SSs)
and the Base Station (BS) dynamically using adaptive modu-
lation. We ensure fairness among theSSs via a credit-based
approach in which an SS that misses a chance to transmit due
to bad channel gets more weightage when the channel favors
scheduling. We also propose a method to compute an optimal
polling interval that aims to maximize slot utilization and TCP
throughput. We demonstrate through exhaustive simulations
that the proposed schedulers maximize link utilization, provide
long-term fairness and minimize contraction of TCP congestion
window. Implementation of the proposed schemes requires a
cross-layer based feedback protocol stack at theBS and SSs.

I. I NTRODUCTION

IEEE 802.16-2004 [1], [2], sponsored by the IEEE
LAN/MAN society, is a fixed Broadband Wireless Access
(BWA) standard for both multipoint-to-point and mesh mode
of operation1. It defines the Physical (PHY) and Medium
Access Control (MAC) layers of the protocol stack. The
Physical layer supports both fixed as well as adaptive modu-
lation techniques in the uplink and in the downlink directions.
Maximum attainable data rates depend upon the modulation
schemes used and the condition of the channel. The MAC layer
of IEEE 802.16 is connection-oriented in which each traffic
flow between a Subscriber Station (SS) and the Base Station
(BS) can be identified by an unique Connection ID (CID).
Each flow may fall into one of the four different kinds of
services; Unsolicited Grant Service (UGS), Real Time Polling
Service (rtPS), Non Real Time Polling Service (nrtPS) and
Best Effort (BE) service. Guaranteed bandwidth in terms of a
minimum reserved traffic rate is the basic Quality of Service
(QoS) parameter defined at the MAC layer forUGS, rtPS
andnrtPS services, whereas it is not so forBE service.

Currently, many Internet applications that belong toBE
services of IEEE 802.16 are based on Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP). Since TCP is a greedy protocol, there is a
need for fair resource allocation scheme to assign resources
among the contending TCP flows. When the maximum data
rates betweenSSs and theBS are different, assignment of
resources among contending flows becomes critical. We, there-
fore, propose adaptive modulation-based uplink scheduling

1In this paper, we do not consider mobility.

schemes for applications based on TCP in a multipoint-to-
point IEEE 802.16 network. The first scheme uses only the
congestion window (cwnd) of the contending flows, whereas
the second scheme uses bothcwnd and TCP timeouts of the
contending flows to allocate resources. The proposed uplink
scheduling schemes operate at theBS, which assign time slots
and attempt to maximize the use of allocated time slots taking
the random nature of the wireless channel into consideration.
We introduce a credit-based approach using deficit countersto
ensure long-term fairness among theSSs.

A. Related Work

IEEE 802.16 network elements are permitted to implement
their own scheduling algorithms at theBS for both uplink
and downlink as the standard does not specify any specific
algorithm to be implemented. Since theBS has knowledge
of all queues assigned toSSs and arrival times of packets
in the downlink, scheduling is simpler in the downlink. In
downlink scheduling, theBS can use a scheduler similar to
that used in traditional wired networks like Weighted Fair
Queuing (WFQ) [3], Self-Clocked Fair Queueing (SCFQ) [4],
Worst-case Fair Weighted Fair Queuing (WF2Q) [5]. In uplink
scheduling, schemes like WFQ, SCFQ and WF2Q would
require computation of virtual start time and finish time at the
BS for each packet arriving atSS. Since the packet arrival
information is not available at theBS, such schemes are not
suitable for uplink scheduling, instead variants of Round Robin
Scheduler are the candidates for uplink scheduling.

Most existing schedulers for IEEE 802.16 networks have
been designed forrtPS and nrtPS services rather than
for BE services. In [6], [7], the authors have analyzed the
QoS support at the MAC layer by providing differentiated
services to applications with different QoS requirements such
as VoIP and web services. They have used Weighted Round
Robin (WRR) for uplink and Deficit Round Robin (DRR) for
downlink scheduling. In [8], the authors propose an adaptive
queue aware uplink bandwidth allocation scheme forrtPS
and nrtPS services. The bandwidth allocation is adjusted
dynamically according to the variations in traffic load and/or
the channel quality. In [9], we have proposed a credit-based
scheduling scheme which pollsSSs in an optimal manner to
address the delay requirements of various classes of service.



B. Motivation and Primary Contribution

The primary contribution of this paper is to propose a
fair adaptive modulation-based uplink scheduling scheme for
applications based on TCP in IEEE 802.16. Since, the TCP
congestion window size (cwnd) changes only after oneRTT ,
cwnd is an indication of the number of time slots required per
Round Trip Time (RTT ). Hence, instead of assigning equal
number of slots to all users, we argue that theBS should
assign slots in proportion to theircwnd, i.e., as per the flow’s
requirement. Assigning time slots based only oncwnd will
result in unfairness among the TCP flows, since flows with
smallerRTT s will have larger window size as compared to the
flows with largerRTT . To avoid this unfairness, we introduce
a credit-based approach that ensures fairness among the flows.
More slots are assigned to the flows which are closer to
their TCP timeout, thereby preventing their congestion window
from dropping to one due to timeout. By introducing adaptive
modulation, fairness measure that only considers slots assigned
becomes irrelevant, rather, fairness in terms of amount of
data transmitted in a frame should be considered. Hence, we
measure fairness on the amount of data transmitted bySSs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we discuss our system model. In Section III, we propose two
uplink scheduling schemes for TCP based applications. We
describe a cross-layer based feedback protocol to implement
these schemes, a method to compute the polling interval and
long-term fairness in Section IV. In Section V, we describe
the experiments and discuss our simulation results. Finally, we
provide the concluding remarks and scope of the future work
in Section VI.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a multipoint-to-point IEEE 802.16 based net-
work where multipleSSs are connected to a centralized
BS as shown in Fig. 1. We consider WirelessMAN-SC air
interface as an example, which supports both fixed and adap-
tive modulation in uplink and downlink directions. Based on
the channel condition, theBS selects a modulation scheme
to be used and informs to theSS, such that data can be
transfered reliably between theBS andSS. In the downlink,
QPSK and 16-QAM are the mandatory and 64-QAM is the
optional modulation scheme, whereas in the uplink QPSK is
the mandatory modulation scheme and 16-QAM and 64-QAM
are optional modulation schemes. Since QPSK is mandatory
in the uplink, we use QPSK for fixed modulation in this paper.
The standard also allows three broad channel bandwidths (B)
namely, 20 MHz, 25 MHz and 28 MHz.

Though the standard defines maximum baud rate, modula-
tion schemes to be used and maximum data rate possible for
WirelessMAN-SC category, it does not specify the Signal to
Noise Ratio (SNR) thresholds for choosing different modula-
tion schemes to be used. The maximum data rate attainable
for an Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel can
be expressed as:R = B× log2(1+MI ×SNR), whereR is
the maximum attainable data rate andMI is the modulation
index. Note thatMI = −φ1

log(φ2BER) , where φ1 and φ2 are
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Fig. 1. Multipoint-to-Point Framework in IEEE 802.16 Network
TABLE I

MODULATION SCHEMES IN THEUPLINK OF WIRELESSMAN-SC IEEE

802.16 (CHANNEL BANDWIDTH B = 25MHz)

Modulation Data Rate R
B

SNRth (dB) SNRth (dB)
Scheme R (Mbps) (bps/Hz) BER = 10

−5 BER = 10
−6

QPSK 40 1.6 11.27 12.18
16-QAM 80 3.2 17.33 18.23
64-QAM 120 4.8 23.39 24.14

constants depending upon the modulation schemes used [10].
Since the standard specifies fixed data rates to be used, for a
particular modulation scheme, SNR thresholds should satisfy:

SNR =
2

R
B − 1

MI

=
(1 − 2

R
B )× ln(5pb)

1.5
, if

R

B
< 4

=
(1 − 2

R
B )× ln(0.5pb)

1.5
, if

R

B
≥ 4,

(1)

wherepb is the target bit error rate. Using (1), the computed
SNR threshold for target BERs of10−5 and10−6 for a channel
bandwidth of 25 MHz are given in Table I. The normalized
data rateR

B for QPSK modulation scheme is 1.6, whereas it
is 3.2 and 4.8 for 16-QAM and 64-QAM respectively.

Though the MAC layer of IEEE 802.16 supports both
Time-Division Duplex (TDD) and Frequency-Division Duplex
(FDD), we consider only TDD. In TDD, time is divided into
frames, each of which in turn consists of an uplink subframe
and a downlink subframe. Each subframe is composed of a
fixed number of slots. The standard supports a bandwidth
request-grant mechanism in which bandwidth requests are
conveyed either in a contention mode or in a contention-free
polling mode. We consider a contention-free polling mode in
which theBS polls eachSS for its bandwidth requirement.

In our frameworkSSs are the TCP sources who transmit
to the end users (TCP sinks) through theBS. We consider a
single TCP flow between eachSS and theBS. A setI of TCP
flows (also known as source-sink pairs) shares a network ofL
unidirectional links through theBS. We assume that the links
between theSSs and theBS are the bottleneck links of the
network whereas the downlink does not have any bandwidth
constraint. The capacity of the individual linkl is cl, l ∈ L.
Link capacitycl is a function of the channel condition of the
link l. For successful reception, SNR at the receiver should be



greater than the minimum SNR threshold (SNRth) required
among all modulation schemes. Note that from Table I the
minimum SNR value for a BER of10−5 is 11.27 dB and for
a BER of10−6 is 12.18 dB, which requires QPSK modulation
to be used.

III. U PLINK SCHEDULING SCHEMES

A. TCP Window-Aware Uplink Scheduler with Adaptive Mod-
ulation (TWUS-A)

The TCP Window-Aware Uplink Scheduler is a polling
based system wherein theBS polls eachSS to determine
its resource requirement in terms of number of slots required
to transmit. Polling can be done once in every frame or in
multiple frames. In the proposed scheme, theBS polls each
SS periodically, once everyk frames. The determination of
the value ofk is explained in Section IV. AnSS with non-
zero congestion window size and having SNR greater than
the SNRth (corresponding to QPSK modulation) conveys its
slot requirement to theBS. The list of SSs that responds
to the polling with cwnd size constitutes aschedulable set
(Lsch) at the BS. The BS does not alter setLsch till the
next polling opportunity,k frames latter. In subsequent frames
(scheduling instants), theBS checks SNR of every user only
among the setLsch and schedules those users whose SNR is
above SNRth. The set of users which can be scheduled during
a frame is called anactive set(Lactive), which is a subset of
the setLsch. The relationship between polling interval and
scheduling instances is shown in Fig. 2. In every frame the
BS schedules theSSs belonging to the setLactive based on
a variant of Deficit Round Robin [11] scheduler described in
the following paragraph. In this scheme theBS computes the
weight Wi(n) of each activeSSi in each framen and then
assigns slots in proportion to its weight. The weight of each
SS is updated on a frame by frame basis and is computed in
the following manner.

Polling Polling

Scheduling

Frame(2)Frame(1)

Tf

Frame(k)

Fig. 2. Uplink Scheduling in IEEE 802.16

Let M be the number of subscriber stations in setLsch.
Let cwndi be the congestion window size ofSSi which is
conveyed to theBS at the time of polling. LetNs be the
total number of uplink data slots in a frame of lengthTf . We
assume that the number of uplink slots available in a frame
is much larger than the number of schedulable subscriber
stations. LetRi(n) andNi(n) be the rate of transmission and
number of physical slots used bySSi in framen respectively.
At the start of the system (system initialization), we compute
quantum size which is an indication of the average amount
of data transmission by each schedulable user in a frame
as: Q(0) = RminNsTs

M , whereRmin is the minimum rate of

transmission (corresponds to QPSK in our case) andTs is the
length of each time slot. In each subsequent framen we update
the quantum size as:

Q(n) =
1

M

∑

i∈Lsch

Ri(n− 1)×Ni(n− 1)× Ts (2)

To keep track of the amount of data transmitted bySSi as
compared to the quantum sizeQ(n) and to provide fairness
among the subscriber stations, theBS maintains a deficit
counter for eachSS. At the beginning of a flow (or at the
connection setup), the deficit counterDCi of SSi is initialized
to zero. The deficit counterDCj(n) of eachSSj ∈ (Lsch \
Lactive) is incrementedby Q(n), the amount of service it has
missed since it is not scheduled due to bad channel. Likewise,
the deficit counterDCi(n) of SSi ∈ Lactive, that has received
more than its minimum shareQ(n) of the uplink slots is
decrementedby the amount of service thatSSi received over
and above its quantumQ(n). The deficit counter ofSSi is
updated at the scheduling instantn as:

DCi(n) = DCi(n− 1)

+

∑

j∈Lsch
Rj(n− 1)×Nj(n− 1)× Ts

M
−Ri(n− 1)×Ni(n− 1)× Ts

(3)

From (3), we observe that depending on the number of slots
assigned in the present frame as well as in the previous frames,
the deficit counter can become positive or negative. Hence,
we appropriately scale the deficit counter to obtaindci(n) by
adding the magnitude of the minimum deficit counter value
among setLactive to the deficit counterDCi(n). In other
words,

dci(n) = DCi(n) + min
j
|DCj(n)|, ∀j ∈ Lactive. (4)

At the start of a flow (or at the connection setup), the scaled
deficit counterdci is initialized to one. Thoughcwndi for
SSi is fixed for anRTT (which is captured by the polling at
the start of each polling interval), the demand (requirement)
Di(n) varies from frame to frame as a result of scheduling
and transmission, and can be expressed as follows:

Di(n) = cwndi × PL− Txi(n− 1)

= Di(n− 1)−Ni(n− 1)×Ri(n− 1)× Ts,
(5)

wherePL is packet length in bits (packets are of fixed length)
and Txi(n − 1) is the total number of bits transmitted by
SSi from the polling instant to the current scheduling instant.
Txi(n−1) = 0, at the start of the polling interval∀i ∈ I. The
scaled deficit counter and the weights are computed only for
users belonging to setLactive. For all other users, the weights
are zero. TheBS determines the weightWi(n), ∀i ∈ Lactive

in framen using the following equation:

Wi(n) =

Di(n)
Ri(n) ×

dci(n)
Ri(n)

∑

j∈Lactive

Dj(n)
Rj(n) ×

dcj(n)
Rj(n)

. (6)

Equation (6) essentially computes a weightWi(n) in frame
n that is directly proportional to the normalized (byRi(n))



product of the scaled deficit counter and demand. In traditional
TCP, if a flow has smallRTT , its cwnd is large. Allocating
time slots in proportion toDi(n) (or cwndi) may result in
assigning even larger number of time slots to such flows.
The credit-based approach here ensures that the scaled deficit
counter value and hence weights for such flows will be small
and thereby ensures fairness. After the computation of weights,
the BS assigns slots toSSi, ∀i ∈ Lactive in framen using:

Ni(n) =
1

Ts
×min

(

Wi(n)× Tf
∑

j∈Lactive
Wj(n)

,
Di(n)

Ri(n)

)

. (7)

The first term in the bracket of (7) corresponds to the
number of slots as per the weightWi(n) while the second term
corresponds to the number of slots as per the demandDi(n)
of SSi. As discussed before, if a TCP source does not get an
acknowledgment before the TCP timeout occurs, it drops its
congestion window to one. TCP timeout occurs usually due
to congestion in a link, but can also occur due to a TCP un-
aware scheduling process. For example, the number of slots
assigned to anSS may not be enough to transmit the window
of data in oneRTT resulting in TCP timeout. To avoid this
scenario, we propose a Deadline based TCP Window-Aware
Uplink Scheduler (DTWUS-A) in the next section.

B. Deadline based TCP Window-Aware Uplink Scheduler with
Adaptive Modulation (DTWUS-A)

In this scheme, we use TCP timeout information along with
thecwnd and the deficit counter value to compute the weights.
An active SS whose TCP flow is approaching TCP timeout
is scheduled with a larger weight than others2. We define
deadlinedi for SSi as the amount of time that it can wait
before reaching TCP timeout since its last scheduling instant.
At the start of a connection,di of SSi is initialized toTTOi

(TCP timeout ofSSi). If SSi is scheduled in a framen, then
the deadlinedi(n) remains same asdi(n− 1). Else,di(n) is
decremented by one frame duration from its previous value.
In other words, at thenth frame deadline is updated as:

di(n) = di(n− 1)− Tf , (8)

If Tf exceedsdi(n−1), then the deadlinedi(n) is initialized
to TTOi. In that case, the TCP flow experiences a timeout
before it gets scheduled, resulting in its congestion window
dropping to one.SSi will start retransmitting again with
a cwnd of one and a fresh timeout value. The deadline
introduced here is a measure of how close a TCP flow is to its
TCP timeout. After computing the scaled deficit counters as
in (4) and deadlines as in (8), theBS determines the weight
Wi(n) of SSi, ∀i ∈ Lactive in frame n using the following
equation:

Wi(n) =

Di(n)
Ri(n) ×

dci(n)
Ri(n) /di(n)

∑

j∈Lactive

Dj(n)
Rj(n) ×

dcj(n)
Rj(n) /dj(n)

. (9)

2TCP flows generally start at random and hence different flows have
different residual times to reach TCP timeout.

Equation (9) is similar to (6) except for the new term dead-
line di(n). The use of the deadline in the weight computation
ensures that the weight of a user that has a smaller deadline is
higher as compared to that of a user that has a larger deadline.
After the computation of weights, the number of slots assigned
to SSi, ∀i ∈ Lactive in frame n is computed using (7).
The pseudo-code of the proposed schedulers TWUS-A and
DTWUS-A is presented in Algorithm 1. We have combined
both schedulers by usingFlagdeadline, which is set to one for
DTWUS-A and is set to zero for TWUS-A.

IV. I MPLEMENTATION AND FAIRNESSMEASURE

The block diagram of the proposed uplink scheduler is
shown in Fig. 3. EachSS while sending the bandwidth request
sends the current congestion window and TCP timeout value
to theBS. The BS in turn, computes the number of slots to
be assigned and decides the modulation scheme to be used by
eachSS and conveys this information to eachSS through the
uplink map. The scheduling is done at the MAC layer of the
BS with the help of PHY layer information like SNR between
the BS and SSs and TCP layer information likecwnd and
TTO at SSs.

We argue that the polling intervalk should be the minimum
RTT 3 among all TCP flows going through theBS. This
is because, the TCP timeout value is typically chosen to be
four to five times theRTT in most TCP implementations.
Therefore, if we choose the polling interval to be equal to two
RTT s, then anySS with an ongoing TCP flow that misses
polling needs to be polled at the next opportunity (as the TCP
flow of that SS might be reaching TCP timeout). Similarly,
if the polling interval is more than twoRTT s, and if the
BS misses oneSS with an active TCP flow, then congestion
window reduction for that TCP flow will likely occur with
high probability. This is because, the chance of not getting
scheduled in the next opportunity before TCP timeout is very
high. If polling is very frequent, i.e., more than once perRTT ,
then more control slots will be spent for polling. Moreover one
does not gain due to frequent polling, since the congestion
window itself changes after oneRTT . Hence, we choose a
polling interval to be equal to the minimumRTT of the active
TCP flows.
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Demand
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Tolerable Delay
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Fig. 3. Block Diagram of the Proposed Uplink Scheduler

A. Discussions on Fairness Measure

In the proposed schemes, we assign more slots to anSS
having a bad channel than anSS with a better channel

3Typical TCPRTTs are in the range of 100 msec - 200 msec, whereas
the frame lengthTf in IEEE 802.16 is either 0.5 msec or 1 msec or 2 msec.



by using adaptive modulation techniques. By using deficit
counters in weight computations, we ensure that, eachSS gets
equal opportunity in terms of the amount of data transmitted
over time. The proposed scheduler enforces fairness by not
allowing greedy users to increase their congestion windows.
In addition to the deficit counters, by choosing the polling
interval to be equal to one RTT, we provide more opportunity
for theSSs to be polled by theBS. Let Txi(t) be the amount
of data transmitted bySSi in time interval [0, t], i ∈ I, the
set of users. For the scheduling scheme to be long-term fair,
it can be argued that the following equation holds:

lim
t→∞

Tx1(t)

t
= · · · = lim

t→∞

Txi(t)

t
= · · · = lim

t→∞

Txn(t)

t
(10)

The proof of (10) is omitted here due to space constraint.

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PERFORMANCE

EVALUATION

We have simulated an IEEE 802.16 multipoint-to-point
network as shown in Fig. 1 with oneBS and 10SSs. We
simulate one TCP flow perSS. The TCP flows are started
randomly and theRTT s of the flows are updated using
exponential averaging. The random channel gains between
SSs and theBS are log-normally distributed with variance
σ=8 dB. EachSS has a single buffer of infinite size. The frame
durationTf is set equal to 2 msec4. The uplink subframeTul

consists of 500 data slots (assuming negligible control slots).
We consider both equal and unequal distances betweenSSs
and theBS. For equal distances, the distances of allSSs from
theBS are 1 km each and for unequal distances the distances
betweenSSs (SS1 - SS10) and theBS are 0.90 km, 1.00 km,
1.10 km, 0.90 km, 0.95 km, 1.10 km, 1.00 km, 1.00 km, 1.10
km and 1.01 km respectively. We have conducted four sets
of experiments based on distances and proposed schedulers
TWUS-A and DTWUS-A. We have also conducted another
four sets of experiments based on distances and deadline using
fixed modulation scheme QPSK. The algorithms are named as
TWUS and DTWUS (corresponds to TWUS-A and DTWUS-
A with fixed modulation) in this case. We have used a discrete
event simulator. The system parameters used in this paper are
presented in Table II.

TABLE II

SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Type Parameters
Channel Bandwidth 25 MHz

Adaptive Modulation Schemes QPSK, 16-QAM, 64-QAM
Bit Error Rate 10

−6

Path Loss Factor (γ) 4
Number of Frames Simulated 25000

TCP Type TCP Reno
Number of Independent Runs 10

A. Results

The number of slots allocated to variousSSs placed at
equal as well as unequal distances from theBS using adaptive
modulation is shown in Table III. We observe that the number
of slots assigned with equal distances is more uniform as

4Frame duration (Tf ) is equally divided between uplink subframe (Tul)
and downlink subframe (Tdl).

compared to unequal distances case. We also observe that
the slot assignment using DTWUS-A scheduler is fair as
compared to that of TWUS-A scheduler. Tables IV and V
show thecwnd variation among theSSs for various cases.
We observe that the average window size achieved by adaptive
modulation is larger by 32% - 36% as compared to the fixed
modulation. We also observe that the deadline based scheduler
(DTWUS or DTWUS-A) achieves larger window size than
the non deadline based scheduler (TWUS or TWUS-A) as
the deadline based scheduler attempts to avoid TCP timeouts
resulting in larger average congestion window.

From Tables VI and VII, we observe that the average rate of
transmission with adaptive modulation scheme is around 75%
higher than that of fixed modulation scheme. We also observe
that the average transmission rate achieved by anSS depends
upon the distance from theBS. So, to achieve fairness in
the amount of data transmitted,SSs with lower transmission
rate should get more slots compared toSSs with higher
transmission rate. This is illustrated in Table VIII. Also the
total amount of data transmission of deadline based scheduler
(DTWUS or DTWUS-A) is more than that transmitted by
schedulers without deadline (TWUS or TWUS-A). When the
SSs are at unequal distances from theBS, the total amount
of data transmitted is less as compared to when theSSs
are equidistant from theBS. This is because the proposed
schemes are primarily designed for long-term fairness rather
than for achieving high sum-capacity.

B. Fairness and Usage of Resources

To assess the fairness of our proposed scheduling schemes,
we compute the Jain’s Fairness Index (JFI) [12] for the amount
of data transmitted by eachSS. This is illustrated in Table
IX. We observe that the JFI is more than99% when the
distance between theSSs and theBS are equal and more
than 98% when the distances are unequal. This illustrates
that our scheduling schemes are fair. We also analyze the
slot usage of our proposed schedulers as shown in Table
IX. We observe that the usage of slots is more than 96%
in most of the cases. Moreover, the schedulers based on
fixed modulation scheme (QPSK) have more slot usage than
schedulers based on adaptive modulation scheme. Even though
adaptive modulation results in increasing transmission rate by
around 75%, averagecwnd is increased only by 36% resulting
in smaller slot usage. Usage of slots can be further increased
by adding different classes of traffic along with TCP traffic.

To analyze the fairness of our proposed scheduling schemes
with different log-normal fading, we have simulated the
schemes with five differentσ (2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 dB). The
results are plotted in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. We observe from these
figures that the proposed scheduling schemes are fair even for
a large variation of fading in the channel.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we have proposed adaptive modulation-based
fair uplink scheduling schemes for applications based on
TCP in a multipoint-to-point IEEE 802.16 network. We have



considered TCP congestion windows, TCP timeout values and
the channel condition between theBS andSSs for scheduling.
We have attempted to avoid TCP timeouts occurring due to
TCP un-aware scheduling at the MAC layer. The proposed
schemes succeed in stabilizing the congestion window varia-
tion. With adaptive modulation, we have achieved higher rate
of transmission as compared to fixed modulation (QPSK).
We have demonstrated through exhaustive simulations that
fairness in slot assignment and in amount of data transmit-
ted is achievable. Though, for simulation purposes, we have
considered fixed broadband WirelessMAN-SC as an example,
the framework reported in the paper can easily be extended
to OFDM and OFDMA based mobile broadband. We are
currently investigating in this direction.
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TABLE III

AVG. NO. OF SLOTS ASSIGNED(X10
5) (ADAPTIVE MODULATION)

SS Equal Distances Unequal Distances
No. TWUS-A DTWUS-A TWUS-A DTWUS-A
1 12.03 12.14 11.53 11.54
2 11.99 12.08 12.08 12.24
3 12.03 12.17 12.26 12.48
4 12.05 12.09 11.52 11.44
5 12.03 12.13 11.78 11.96
6 11.97 12.14 12.40 12.36
7 12.02 12.13 12.06 12.20
8 12.02 12.06 12.07 12.23
9 12.00 12.13 12.26 12.47
10 12.05 12.10 12.13 12.15

TABLE IV

AVERAGE WINDOW SIZE (ADAPTIVE MODULATION)

SS Equal Distances Unequal Distances
No. TWUS-A DTWUS-A TWUS-A DTWUS-A
1 20.82 22.44 21.66 22.89
2 21.46 22.12 21.28 22.21
3 21.01 22.56 20.27 22.11
4 21.25 22.04 21.86 22.93
5 21.43 22.17 21.67 22.85
6 21.16 22.38 20.67 21.34
7 21.11 22.85 21.31 22.70
8 21.50 22.14 21.18 22.35
9 21.24 22.18 20.67 21.99
10 21.31 22.55 21.75 22.51

TABLE V

AVERAGE WINDOW SIZE (FIXED MODULATION)

SS Equal Distances Unequal Distances
No. TWUS DTWUS TWUS DTWUS
1 16.15 16.74 16.21 17.02
2 16.06 15.85 15.96 16.41
3 16.85 16.07 16.10 15.09
4 16.40 17.02 17.62 17.58
5 16.26 16.56 16.24 16.66
6 15.82 16.54 14.96 16.14
7 15.94 16.00 16.14 16.44
8 15.75 16.64 16.33 16.43
9 15.84 16.12 15.29 16.21
10 16.24 16.42 15.72 16.25

TABLE VI

AVG. TRANSMISSIONRATE (Mbps) (ADAPTIVE MODULATION)

SS Equal Distances Unequal Distances
No. TWUS-A DTWUS-A TWUS-A DTWUS-A
1 56.45 56.41 66.94 66.88
2 56.43 56.48 56.41 56.58
3 56.45 56.69 46.91 47.02
4 56.33 56.51 66.96 66.91
5 56.43 56.40 61.59 61.52
6 56.62 56.42 46.89 47.10
7 56.41 56.38 56.43 56.39
8 56.49 56.53 56.43 56.49
9 56.48 56.41 47.04 47.21
10 56.49 56.52 55.52 55.52

TABLE VII

AVG. TRANSMISSIONRATE (Mbps) (FIXED MODULATION)

SS Equal Distances Unequal Distances
No. TWUS DTWUS TWUS DTWUS
1 32.17 32.13 34.98 34.97
2 32.12 32.13 32.09 32.13
3 32.14 32.11 28.93 28.86
4 32.09 32.13 34.94 35.00
5 32.09 32.15 33.59 33.62
6 32.08 32.10 28.91 28.87
7 32.18 32.13 32.13 32.13
8 32.18 32.14 32.11 32.14
9 32.15 32.20 28.92 28.95
10 32.14 32.16 31.87 31.85



Algorithm 1 :TCP Window-Aware Uplink Scheduler with
Adaptive Modulation for IEEE 802.16

1: DCi(0)← 0 ∀i
2: dci(0)← 1 ∀i
3: Ni(0)← 0 ∀i
4: Frame numbern← 1
5: while TRUE do
6: DetermineLsch for the current polling interval
7: UpdateTTOi

8: if n = 1 then
9: di(0)← TTOi ∀i

10: end if
11: Di(n)← cwndi × PL ∀i ∈ Lsch

12: M ← |Lsch|
13: if n = 1 then
14: Q(0)← Rmin×Ns×Ts

M
15: end if
16: k ← mini{RTTi}
17: T ← kTf

18: while T > 0 do
19: Lactive ← φ
20: for all i ∈ Lsch do
21: if SNRi(n) ≥ SNRth then
22: Lactive ← Lactive ∪ {i}
23: DCi(n)← DCi(n− 1) + Q(n− 1)

−Ri(n− 1)×Ni(n− 1)× Ts

24: if Flagdeadline = 1 then
25: di(n)← di(n− 1)
26: else
27: di(n)← 1
28: end if
29: else
30: Ri(n)← 0
31: Di(n)← Di(n− 1)
32: DCi(n)← DCi(n− 1) + Q(n− 1)
33: if Flagdeadline = 1 then
34: di(n)← di(n− 1)− Tf

35: if di(n) ≤ 0 then
36: di(n)← TTOi

37: end if
38: else
39: di(n)← 1
40: end if
41: Wi(n)← 0
42: Ni(n)← 0
43: end if
44: end for
45: for all i ∈ Lactve do
46: Di(n)← Di(n−1)−Ni(n−1)×Ri(n−1)×Ts

47: dci(n)← DCi(n) + minj |DCj(n)|, ∀j ∈ Lactive

48: Map Ri(n) to SNRi(n) in Table I

49: Wi(n)←
Di(n)

Ri(n)
×

dci(n)

Ri(n)
/di(n)

P

j∈Lactive
(

Dj(n)

Rj(n)
×

dcj(n)

Rj(n)
/dj(n))

50: Ni(n)← 1
Ts
×min

(

Wi(n)×Tf
P

j∈Lactive
Wj(n) ,

Di(n)
Ri(n)

)

51: Q(n)← 1
M

∑

i∈Lsch
Ri(n− 1)×Ni(n− 1)× Ts

52: end for
53: T ← T − Tf

54: n← n + 1
55: end while
56: end while

TABLE VIII

AMOUNT OF DATA TRANSMITTED (Mb) (ADAPTIVE MODULATION)

Equal Distances Unequal Distances
No. TWUS-A DTWUS-A TWUS-A DTWUS-A
1 67.89 68.46 77.30 77.21
2 67.65 68.24 68.14 69.28
3 67.90 68.98 57.50 58.67
4 67.90 68.34 77.12 76.37
5 67.92 68.43 72.57 73.60
6 67.74 68.51 58.12 58.22
7 67.87 68.41 68.05 68.80
8 67.92 68.15 68.09 69.10
9 67.80 68.41 57.68 58.90
10 67.99 68.41 67.39 67.44

Total 678.58 684.34 671.96 677.59

TABLE IX

JAIN ’ S FAIRNESSINDEX (JFI) AND USAGE

SS No. Equal Distances Unequal Distances
Adaptive Modn. TWUS-A DTWUS-A TWUS-A DTWUS-A

JFI 0.999 0.999 0.989 0.990
% use 95.99 96.94 96.13 96.73

Fixed Modn. TWUS DTWUS TWUS DTWUS
JFI 0.999 0.999 0.987 0.990

% use 98.26 98.13 98.68 98.61
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Fig. 4. JFI with Different log-normal Fading using TWUS-A
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Fig. 5. JFI with Different Log-normal Fading using DTWUS-A


